
Year1 : Ball Skills : Hands : Hands 1 : SSL3
Introduce power and speed when sending a ball

Learning Objectives & Intentions Key Questions Context & Structure Success Criteria

The focus of learning is to develop different ways of sending a
ball using our hands. 

Pupils will continue to develop their understanding of why we aim
when sending a ball. 

Pupils will learn why we need to send a ball using different force
and speeds.

How do we roll a ball? 

What does the word, 'aiming' mean? 

Where are we aiming? 

Why do we aim? 

Where should we look when we are aiming? 

How do we aim? 

When do we need to roll the ball quickly? 

When do we need to roll the ball slowly? 

Why do we roll the ball quickly? 

Why do we roll the ball slowly? 

Why do we need to be accurate when sending the ball?

How can we keep the score? 

Why do we need to keep the score?

Show What You Know (Warm Up) 
Re-visit Skittles from suggested sequence of learning part 2,
showing what we know to start the lesson. Ask pupils to vary the
distance from which they send their ball. Ask them, 'does this
change how quickly or slowly we send the ball?' Observe pupils
to see if they send the ball harder or softer depending on their
distance from the object.  

Golf: Hole in One  
Give pupils a hoop (target/hole), a ball and a cone / spot to
indicate a start point. The aim of the game is for pupils to roll
their ball into the hoop in the least amount of rolls possible.
Observe how pupils roll their ball. If pupils roll their ball and it
goes past the hoop / or does not reach the hoop, step in and
ask, 'do we need to roll our ball harder/faster or softer/slower?'
With guidance pupils will start to understand that if the hoop is
further away we need to roll the ball harder, but if the ball is
closer we need to roll it softer. Ask pupils, 'how do we roll the ball
faster / softer?' HA place an object in the way of the hoop. Do
pupils think of rolling their ball in a different direction? Why do
they need to roll their ball in a different direction?

Target Games 7 In the Square 3 
Additional ideas to further support pupils ability to be accurate in
a competitive situation. 

Target Games 8 Boccia 
Additional ideas to further support pupils ability to be accurate in
a competitive situation.  

Golf: Golf Course 
Allow pupils to explore other pupils' 'holes'. Which hole do pupils
find more challenging? At which hole do pupils manage to take
the least amount of shots to roll their ball into the hoop? 

Golf: 1v1 
In pairs, pupils take alternate turns to roll their ball into the hoop.
The winner is the pupil who rolls their ball into the hoop in the
least amount of rolls. Each pupil should wait for their ball to stop
before taking their next roll. Do pupils think about how quickly or
softly they are rolling their ball? Do pupils roll the ball stepping
forwards with an opposite arm and leg action? Can pupils keep
the score?

(P) Can pupils pass a ball towards a target using their hands?

(P) Can pupils use their bodies to aim (fingers, arms, feet etc)?  

(P) Can pupils roll the ball fast? 

(P) Can pupils roll the ball slow?

(C) Do pupils understand when they need to roll the ball fast and
when they need to roll the ball slow?

(C) Do pupils understand the meaning of, 'control'?

(C) Do pupils understand the meaning of, 'aiming'?

(S) Can pupils play by the rules? 
Fairness 

(W) Can pupils count their own score? 
Honesty 

(W) Can pupils keep the score?  
Integrity 

Pupil Observations and Assessment

EYFS KS1 Lower KS2 Upper KS2
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